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In Brief
Handed the exploitive title Cat People, RKO producer Val Lewton  opted for a thinking
man's thriller--a psychological mood piece, more reliant on suspense and suggestion
than overt "scare stuff". Simone Simon  plays an enigmatic young fashion artist who
is curiously affected by the panther cage at the central park zoo. She falls in love with
handsome Kent Smith, but loses him to Jane Randolph. After a chance confrontation
with a bizarre stranger at a restaurant, Simon  becomes obsessed with the notion that
she's a Cat Woman--a member of an ancient Serbian tribe that metamorphoses into
panthers whenever aroused by jealousy. She begins stalking her rival Randolph, ter-
rifying the latter in the film's most memorable scene, set in an indoor swimming pool
at midnight. Psychiatrist Tom Conway scoffs at the Cat Woman legend--until he recoils
in horror after kissing Simon. If the film's main set looks familiar, it is because it was
built for Orson Welles' The Magnificent Ambersons (Lewton later used the same set
for his The Seventh Victim). Cat People was remade by director Paul Schrader in 1982. 
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Review

While analysts of horror have long examined its psychological roots in a dis-
placement of sexual drives and desires, few films made the link between hor-
ror and sexuality as explicit as Cat People (at least until the 1970s where the
link becomes a central theme, as in Carrie , for example). The film's central
conceit—that the arousal of emotion could turn a woman into a panther—
is a dramatic literalization of a metaphor of sexual energy as a living force.

Yet Cat People represents no simple endorsement of a sexist stereotype in
which feminine sexuality is connected to a notion of unbridled devouring an-
imality (as is the case in film noir's figuration of the independent woman as
a kind of spider). Quite the contrary, through a reversal of horror's usual con-
vention where an ostensibly normal world is threatened by a monstrosity,
Cat People puts the cat woman, Irena, in the position of a victim whose
"monstrous" reaction to the encroachments of the world upon her is viewed
by the film with a degree of pathos-filled empathy and even perhaps a posi-
tive envy.

Irena becomes a mark of difference, an exotic other, that bourgeois society cannot understand and so ignores, represses, or controls
through a force of domination. As in Hitchcock's films where the villain is often more attractive than the boring good guys, so too in
Cat People the middle-class world appears as a dull, dulling banality whose own self-confidence only partially masks an inability to
recognize either its own problems or those of outsiders to its circumscribed value system. This process is most explicit in a painful
scene where Oliver Reed and Alice Moore literally exile Irena from their company during a supposedly pleasant visit to a museum.

Moreover, the very force that promotes itself as a cure in such a world—that is, the force of medicine (here the psychiatrist, Dr.
Judd)—reveals itself to be more of a danger than the supposed illness that it sets out to cure. Not only does Judd fail to recognize
Irena's problem, but he provokes its continuation, betraying his ostensibly professional objectivity by an aggressive sexual desire. If
we traditionally associate the monster with the freak, it is significant that it is Judd, not Irena, who comes off as the monstrous fig-
ure, his crippled gait a mark of deformity, an abnormality within the field of an imputed normality. Indeed, one can even suggest that
the film portrays male sexuality as more dangerous than female sexuality, Irena at least tries to control rationally her own condition
while the men around her advance heedlessly (for example, Oliver refuses her arguments against marriage; Judd refuses her protes-
tations against a kiss). Thus, while Cat People has many of the conventional trappings of the horror film such as shadowy photog-
raphy, a subtle creation of suspense (the panther's presence is often more felt than seen), and a concatenation of mysterious events,
the film is finally most significant less as an efficient source of scary jolts than as a meditation on the very forces that menace us, that
call into question the limits of the lives we construct for ourselves. It is also a dissection of the ways a supposedly normal world sus-
tains itself by defining some other world as abnormal. Cat People is a tragedy about a world's inability to accept, or even to attempt
to understand, whatever falls outside its defining frames.

—Dana B. Polan
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Cat People
Reception and Legacy

The film, which cost $141,659, brought in almost $4 million in its first two years
and saved the studio from financial disaster.

Reviews of the film were mixed when the film was first released. Variety called Cat
People a "weird drama of thrill-chill caliber" while Bosley Crowther writing for
The New York Times commented that "The Cat People is a labored and obvious
attempt to induce shock." TV Guide's review of the film praised the film's cast:
Superbly acted (with Simon evoking both pity and chills), Cat People testifies to
the power of suggestion and the priority of imagination over budget in the cre-
ation of great cinema. The film was Lewton's biggest hit, its viewers lured in by
such bombastic advertising as "Kiss me and I'll claw you to death!" – a line more
lurid than anything that ever appeared onscreen.

Lewton accepted the assignment of producing a follow-up film called The Curse
of the Cat People, but the movie, which retained Kent Smith and Jane Randolph's
characters, and which showed Simone Simon either as a ghost or else as a child's
imaginary friend, was not truly a horror movie.

Cat People is alluded to in a sequence in the 1952 film The Bad and The Beautiful.
Jonathan Shields (played by Kirk Douglas) makes a name for himself as a producer
with a low budget film called Doom of The Cat Men. The key to the success of the
fictional film is said to be Shields' decision not to show the monsters, but to rely
instead on darkness on screen and the imaginations of film goers to create fear
when it becomes apparent that the costumes the studio has at hand would be
unconvincing. Shields rejects an offer to produce a sequel to be called The Son of The Cat Man.

This film was referenced in the novel Kiss of the Spider Woman by Argentine novelist Manuel Puig, in which two inmates pass the
time by discussing the films one of them has seen. Though this movie is not mentioned by name, and some of the details are not
recalled accurately, the parallels to the plot, the mention of Jane Randolph as one of the stars, and the protagonist's name being
Irena clearly indicate that Puig was referring to this film. As a nod to the movie, the DC Comics anti-heroine Catwoman uses the name
Irene Dubrovna as an alias after she goes into hiding.

“The Bus”

Lewton and his production team claim credit for inventing the popular horror film technique called the "bus". The term came from
the scene where Irena is walking behind Alice; the audience expects Irena to turn into a panther at any moment and attack her. At
the most tense point, when the camera focuses on Alice's confused and terrified face, the silence is shattered by what sounds like
a hissing panther—but it is a bus pulling over to pick her up. After the excitement dies down, the audience is left uncertain whether
anything supernatural or life-threatening actually happened. This technique has been adapted into a great many horror movies
since then. Anytime a movie creates a scene where the tension rises and dissipates into nothing at all, merely an empty boo!, it is a
"bus".

Jacques Tourneur

A resident of the United States from the age of ten, Jacques Tourneur  became one of America's leading directors of horror and film
noir, after a long apprenticeship. The son of the celebrated director Maurice Tourneur, he went to work at MGM as an office boy
and subsequently became a script clerk on his father's movies, and returned to France as his father's editor in 1928. Tourneur made
his debut as a director in France in 1931, but found, upon returning to Hollywood four years later, that there was no work for him
in this capacity. He worked for David O. Selznick as a second-unit director on A Tale of Two Cities, in partnership with writer Val Lew-

ton, and eventually moved back into the director's chair in short subjects and very low
budget B pictures. In 1942, Lewton put together a low-budget horror production unit at
RKO and arranged for Tourneur to direct the first two entries, Cat People and I Walked
With a Zombie, a pair of deeply atmospheric, spine-tingling, yet subtle horror movies (the
second one was based on "Jane Eyre"), both of which became major hits for the studio
and established Tourneur's credentials. He was taken away from Lewton and given big-
ger-budget non-horror projects, and acquitted himself well in those, most notably the
classic film noir Out of the Past (1947). But Tourneur also had a flair for swashbucklers, as
he showed in The Flame And the Arrow (1950). He also directed one sword-and-sandal ad-
venture film, The Giant of Marathon. Along with the first two Lewton movies, his most fa-
mous film is probably Curse of the Demon (1957), a chilling horror film whose reputation
has grown during the four decades since its release. 
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The Curse of the Cat People

Val Lewton: The Producer as Auteur

In Brief
Director Joe Dante, a Val Lewton fan, said of THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE that
"Its disturbingly Disneyesque fairy tale qualities have perplexed horror fans for
decades." Ostensibly a sequel to Lewton's successful CAT PEOPLE, it is, however, less
the horror film that its typically lurid title implies than a look at a child's lonely fan-
tasies. Carrying over the character of Oliver Reed (Kent Smith) from the previous film,
the sequel finds him remarried and the father of Amy (Ann Carter), a lonely, intro-
verted six-year-old who creates an imaginary world of her own. Oliver worries that his
dreamy daughter may somehow be influenced by the spirit of his first wife, Irena (Si-
mone Simon), who believed she was descended from a race of cat people. When Amy
finds an old picture of Irena, her imaginary friend suddenly has a face, and Irena be-
comes her confidante and playmate. At the same time, Amy makes friends with Julia
(Julia Dean), an elderly actress who lives in the spooky Victorian mansion next door.
Julia enjoys having the child around and tells her fantastic tales, much to the dismay
of her own adult daughter, Barbara (Elizabeth Russell), who feels Amy is stealing her
mother's love. In time both Oliver and the spiteful Barbara move to put an end to
Amy's fantasy life. A beautiful and haunting film, THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE cap-
tures what critic James Agee called "the poetry and danger of childhood." Many of
the incidents are derived from producer Lewton's own childhood, adding a personal
resonance to the film. RKO editor Robert Wise made his directorial debut here, tak-
ing over from Gunther V. Fritsch early on in the production. Although not as skillfully
directed as the Jacques Tourneur-Lewton collaborations, this picture remains one of
the most ethereal looks at childhood the cinema has produced.  - TV Guide

Germany | 1940 | 103 minutes

Review
Fair warning to viewers who cannot wait to see Simone
Simon, or anyone else, transmogrify into a hungry pan-
ther and then back into her saucer-eyed, simpering self:
that never happens in this movie. In fact, aside from one
ill-tempered and inevitably black kitty, hissing at some
school children from an improbable perch at the top of
a woodland tree, there are not cats in this movie. If you
know one thing about The Curse of the Cat People, that
one thing might be that the film bespeaks an unusual
kinship structure with producer Val Lewton's more fa-
mous 1942 breakthrough, Cat People. People like to say
that this isn't a sequel despite the title, since the style of
the film diverges so fully from the earlier one, and the
story is oriented around a brand new character named
Amy Reed, described by her teacher as "a very sensitive
and delicately adjusted child," but responded to by her
classmates as a moony weirdo when she isn't an active
pain in the ass, ruining their games by walking off in the middle, or else just slapping them in the face. Amy's mother, though, is
Irena Reed of the earlier Cat People, and her father, for better or worse, is still Kent Smith's Oliver (yes, Oliver Reed), and over the
course of The Curse of the Cat People, it stops being the sort of movie that relies on portentous dialogue to cover over the notable
absence of the prior film's central character. Suddenly, Simone Simon is right back there on screen, expressing strong narrative and
thematic continuities with the Tourneur movie—so really, the only way in which The Curse of the Cat People has nothing to do with
Cat People is the feline drought.

Amy has her own problems, and since she lives in Tarrytown, New York, the hamlet formerly known as Sleepy Hollow, you can mostly
guess what they are, but even the stomping tread of the Headless Horseman stays fairly peripheral to the picture. One senses that
the filmmakers, including upstart co-director Robert Wise, would dispense altogether with the supernatural elements if they could
finagle the budget and the Lewton brand name to make a movie that stays entirely within the subtextual realm of his other films:
evoking fragile feminine psychologies on the cusp of both outward knowledges that are just as discomfiting as the self-knowledge
that they trigger. From the thin but glaring key light that limns Amy's silhouette to the way she seems to embody the light source
in many of her shots, it's clear that The Curse of the Cat People is more interested in her spooky introversion and in her effectingly
ordinary juvenile confusions as it is in the spectral stuff: whether involving Simone Simon's ghost, or some macabre uncertainties
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The Curse of the Cat People
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about whether the local eccentric and retired actress Julia Ferrin (Julia Dean) lives
with her adult daughter (Elizabeth Russell), or the adult ghost of her dead daugh-
ter, or a hateful-looking impostor pretending to be her daughter. Ultimately, ei-
ther screenwriter DeWitt Bodeen or the double-team of Wise and Gunther von
Fritsch or producer Lewton or whoever called the ultimate shots on The Curse of
the Cat People elected to crystallize the film's fluctuating interest in these threads
by quite literally dispatching them in a single image of otherworldly superimposi-
tion that answers a lot less than you're expecting, een in a film that's obviously
drawn toward open-ended mystery rather than open-and-shut plot. Equally unre-
solved is the massive gulf between the keen, rueful sincerity of Amy's lifeworld, the
gruffly amateur textures of Smith's performance as her concerned father and a
cadre of Amy's other guardians and caretakers, and the towering camp of the
scenes with the old actress, who likes to intone lines like, "I don't hate the storm,
it blows beyond me..."

Happily, Curse is one of those movies that coheres more interestingly because of
its own odd heterogeneities, largely because the brio and friskiness of the film-
making remain fairly constant over the short 70 minutes, even as the idioms keep
moving around. One father-daughter dialogue about a bundle of undelivered party
invitations is given just the right edge of fairy-tale charge by the dark, punctured
trunk of the tree leaning into the left edge of the frame. Extended depths of field
juxtapose evocatively to the sharp lines and silvery shimmer of the photography,
and the combination of Gothic shadows, comic frippery, and silly-scary, straight-to-
camera confidences about the Headless Horseman make the actress's mansion a
more interesting space than Amy's decent but dull home ever is. That phantom of
her mother that keeps popping up in the backyard serves the structural purposes
both of Mary Poppins, buoying a downcast child and repairing her relationship to
her confounded dad, and of Miss Jessel in The Turn of the Screw, luring a troubled

tyke away from more solicitous figures and having lots of abuse-coded conversations with her, about how the young girl must never
speak to anyone of this very special and clearly illicit friendship, etc. So even though Simon the actress and Irena the character sort
of struggle for anything memorable to do, The Curse of the Cat People exploits their appearance in modest ways that always arc back
to the obvious heart of the movie, which is the compassionate empathy for Amy's oddness and her loneliness. There's a vague chill
to the otherwise sunny ending that Amy is not achieving a better relationship with her father or her world so much as passing from
a phase of being explicitly worried over and second-guessed to one of being indulged with whatever the grown-ups think she wants
to hear, however well-intentioned they are. Not for us to conjecture how well this will ultimately work out for Amy, or whether The
Curse of the Cat People might have assigned itself the task of a bit more tension and organization through the middle so that the
ironies and ambiguities of the ending had even sharper payoffs. Still, the sanctified film critic James Agee, in his lukewarm year-end
review of 1944, lamented that even the films he admired, like Billy Wilder's Double Indemnity, tended to fall a bit short of what they
were cracked up to be, or what they cracked themselves up to be, whereas The Curse of the Cat People has the heavy advantage of
being fresher, spryer, and more insinuating than you have any reason to expect. I can
agree with both sentiments, I'm sure, while still finding the Wilder film easily superior to
this one, and wondering if Agee isn't underselling the aspects of Curse that feel weakly
drafted, flatly played, or under-imagined. But it's a memorable little shard of a childhood
both unusual and not, and it's no surprise to me that after a year of Wilsons and Going
My Ways and ghastly Mr. Skeffingtons, this peculiar exercise, plummy and chilly at the
same time, would look even better than it already deserves to on its own intriguing if in-
consistent merits. 
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Robert Wise by Bruce Eder

One of the most successful directors of the 1960s, when he became an efficient maker of epic-length pictures, Robert Wise is one of
Hollywood's few popularly recognized filmmakers. He joined RKO in the 1930s as a cutter and eventually became one of the studio's
top editors, working in this capacity on classics such as The Devil and Daniel Webster (1941), Citizen Kane (1941), and The Magnificent
Ambersons (1942). He became a director with help from producer Val Lewton, who assigned Wise to finish Curse of the Cat People
(1944), a B-movie that had fallen behind schedule, and the resulting picture proved extremely haunting and enduring. Wise later di-
rected The Body Snatcher (1945) for Lewton, but after the producer left RKO, he found himself locked into B-movies. His 1948 psy-
chological Western Blood on The Moon, starring Robert Mitchum, and the acclaimed boxing drama The Set-Up (1949) were the only
two important pictures that Wise got to do during his last four years at the studio. Wise left RKO at the end of the 1940s and went



Curse of the Cat People
to 20th Century Fox, where his most important film, among a string of popular
releases, was the visionary pacifist science fiction/drama The Day the Earth Stood
Still. He also formed a short-lived production company with his former RKO col-
league, Mark Robson, producing the acclaimed fact-based crime-drama Captive
City (1952). During the mid-'50s, Wise's films rapidly rose in importance and visi-
bility, including Executive Suite (1954), I Want To Live (1958), and Odds Against
Tomorrow (1959), all of which embraced important topical and sociological sub-
jects amid their compelling performances. However, Wise's breakthrough as a
"money director" came with West Side Story (1961), a screen adaptation of the
stage hit (co-directed with Jerome Robbins) that earned multiple Oscars and a
huge return at the box office. After a return to occult subjects with The Haunt-
ing (1963), which he also produced, Wise found himself in a position to establish
himself as a major producer. Director William Wyler had been chosen by 20th
Century Fox to direct the screen version of the Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein musical The Sound of Music, but had balked at the last moment and
went to England to film The Collector. Wise was suggested as a replacement,
and agreed to make the movie, but only if the studio agreed to finance Wise's
production of The Sand Pebbles (1966), which he had been trying to raise money
to make for several years. Fox agreed, and The Sound of Music (1965) went on
to become one of the biggest box-office hits of the decade, acquiring a shelf of
Academy Awards in the process. The Sand Pebbles, starring Steve McQueen,
was too serious a movie for the public to accept in 1966, with its overtones of the
Vietnam War and its downbeat ending, although it eventually made money on re-
release. Much less successful was Star (1968), Wise's epic musical based on the
life of Gertrude Lawrence, which was heavily cut after a disastrous first run (but
later restored to full length), and which never recovered its huge costs. After forming a new production company with Mark Robson,
Wise returned to the profitable column with the science fiction/drama The Andromeda Strain (1971), based on Michael Crichton's
best-seller. His serious, adult romance Two People (1973) ran into problems with the censors and was heavily cut. And The Hinden-
burg came out too late in the '70s disaster film cycle to attract huge audiences, despite its more-serious-than-usual theme for such a
genre film. Wise's fortunes declined following Audrey Rose (1977), a sensitively made and effective occult drama; Star Trek: The Mo-
tion Picture (1980) was marred by major production problems; and Rooftops, an '80s urban musical, was ignored by the public and
derided by the critics. However, as a spokesman for the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Robert Wise has remained a
very visible and well-known director and figure in Hollywood since the 1970s. 

Simone Simon by Bruce Eder

Born in Bethune, France, Simone Simon  grew up in Marseille and went to Paris in 1930. She worked
for a time as a designer and model before making her screen debut in 1931 in a comedy by Marc Alle-
gret, who made his own debut as a feature filmmaker that same year. Simon displayed an innocent,
girl/woman sensuality that anticipated Brigitte Bardot (ironically, also a discovery of Allegret) by sev-
eral decades, and it wasn't long before she was discovered by the American movie industry. In 1935
she was signed by Fox studios in Hollywood. However, soon after arriving things began to go wrong
for her with an abortive attempt to cast her in Message To Garcia with Wallace Beery, during the film-
ing of which she was hospitalized. Girls' Dormitory  (1936) became her first American film, but despite
the fact that she enjoyed working on it, she didn't get along with her director. After making a handful
of subsequent movies, she returned to France in 1938 — but not before she found herself caught in a
minor scandal involving her friend, the late composer
George Gershwin. It was Jean Renoir who rescued
Simon's career, casting her as the beautiful but preda-
tory female lead in La Bete humaine (1938). That film

brought her an invitation from director/producer William Dieterle for the role of Belle
in The Devil and Daniel Webster. That movie brought her to the attention of producer
Val Lewton, who offered her the leading role in the horror B-movie Cat People (1942).
The role of the tormented Irena in Cat People  proved to be the high point of Simon's
film career, embedding her in the memory of millions of viewers, and she briefly
reprised the role in Curse of the Cat People. However, none of her other Hollywood
roles took, and she soon found herself confined to B-movies. She returned to Europe
after World War II and continued making movies, of which the most notable was Max
Ophuls' La Ronde (1952). 
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